Introduction
The mother tongue of 14.6 million (74% of the total Sri Lankan population of 19.7 million) Sri Lankans is Sinhala (State 2007) . In Sri Lanka, there are three official languages, Sinhala, Tamil and English. Most of the governmental affairs in Sri Lanka are carried out in Sinhala. The education system also uses Sinhala up to the high school or university levels.
In Sri Lanka the use of computers has begun to spread rapidly due to the reduction in price and high performance. However, to date there is no well established method to input Sinhala scripts into the computer. Even though various kinds of Sinhala fonts and Sinhala input applications have been proposed, the language is still not well supported by computer systems. Hundreds of Sinhala fonts have been developed, but most of them have their own weaknesses. The character codes used in these fonts are the same as ASCII or sometimes Japanese character codes. As a result, in some cases Sinhala characters cannot be displayed together with foreign characters in the same context. Another problem is some rare Sinhala characters (such as _??_,_??_) are missing in most of the fonts. Sinhala Unicode provides a good solution to this problem, but it is still not supported by most of applications and system software. On the other hand, there are very few available Sinhala input systems. On top of that, the major problems of the current input systems are the lack of user-friendliness and efficiency.
The objective of this research is to propose an efficient and user-friendly Sinhala input method based on phonetic notation, and to evaluate the efficiency and the user-friendliness compared with
•õ Graduate other input methods. Here, efficiency is quantified by the average typing cost per Sinhala character, and user-friendliness is quantified by ease of remembering. We required 30 subjects to romanize the most frequently used 275 Sinhala characters. The average edit distance between romanized Sinhala characters and the input sequences of each input method is taken as a measurement of the difficulty of remembering. Our experimental results proved that the proposed input system Sri Shell gives the highest efficiency in most cases with a considerably high level of user-friendliness. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction of the Sinhala language. In Chapter 3 we discuss various Sinhala input methods proposed up to now, and their main features. The main features of the proposed input method Sri Shell are explained in Chapter 4. The evaluations are reported in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes and outlines future work.
Sinhala Language and Characters
The modern "Sammata Sinhala Hodiya" (Standard Sinhala Alphabet1) is made up of 60 basic characters (Unicode 2007) , as shown in Table 1 . These basic characters are modified to produce hundreds of conjunct characters that are also known as grapheme clusters (Unicode 2007) , by adding various components (such as vowel signs, devowelizers and consonant signs). Because of this, the definition of a "character" may vary from person to person. As discussed later, to evaluate the "user-friendliness" and "efficiency" of an input method, it is vital to know the occurrence rate of each character. To this end, we need to define a "Sinhala character." Before giving the definition, we will discuss the main characteristics of the Sinhala language, the history of Sinhala Alphabet development, and how the conjunct characters are created. We use Mikami's notation (Mikami 2002) to explain the structure of Sinhala characters.
Characteristics of Sinhala Language
The Sinhala language is mainly spoken in Sri Lanka. It is also one of the official languages of Sri Lanka. It has 16 million speakers in total. This language is categorized under the "IndoEuropean: Indo-Iranian: Indo-Aryan: Southern zone: Sinhalese-Maldivian" language families (Gordon 2005) . Sinhala language has its own writing system that is an offspring of the Brahmi script (Mikami 2002) . The grammatical structures of spoken Sinhala differ from written Sinhala. 
Sinhala Hodiya (Sinhala alphabet)
Hodiya is a list of characters that defines all the basic characters of Sinhala. The "Suddha Sinhala Hodiya" ( pure Sinhala alphabet) has thirty-seven characters (twelve vowels and twenty-five consonants). Most of the Sinhala words can be written using only these thirty-seven characters.
After the thirteenth century (Indrasena 2001 ) the Sinhala language was very strongly influenced by Sanskrit and Pali languages. As a result, many Sanskrit characters were incorporated into the Sinhala alphabet. The revised alphabet is called the "Misra Sinhala Hodiya" (Mixed Sinhala Alphabet). The "Misra Sinhala Hodiya" consists of fifty-nine characters (eighteen vowels and forty-one consonants). The occurrence rate of these newly added twenty-two characters is lower than the original thirty-seven pure Sinhala characters. However, these new characters are frequently used in formal sentences. Thus they are also an indispensable part of the Sinhala alphabet. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Sinhala language was strongly influenced by Portuguese, Dutch and English languages. Consequently the modern Sinhala alphabet also but it has a lower priority compared to other specific inherent vowel removers.
In Sinhala this devowelizer is called the hal-lakuna. There are two shapes for hallakuna and one of them is selected depending on the shape of the consonant syllabic.
Mikami uses X to represent this devowelizer.
A few examples are shown in Table   3 . In Shape 1 a flag-like symbol is added at the end of the character, and in Shape 2 the top ending line is doubled by reversing it.
Consonant signs In some cases consonant signs are used to devowelize the inherent vowel. There are three consonant signs: yamsaya, rakaramsaya and rephaya. If the consonant next to the devowelized consonant is _??_(=ya) then _??_(yamsaya) is used. If the consonant next to the devowelized consonant is _??_(=ra), then rakardmsaya is Table  4 Examples of Consonant Signs Table  5 Examples of Half Letters used. These two consonant signs have a higher priority compared to the devowelizer.
A few examples are shown in Table 4 .
The third consonant sign is called rephaya and it is exactly equivalent to 6(=r).
As this rephaya is extremely rare in modern Sinhala text, we do not take this into account in our evaluations. This consonant sign is optional in modern Sinhala.
Mikami uses C to represent consonant signs.
Half-letters Half letters can be used instead of devowelizers. However this is also optional. Nowadays these half letters are also very rare, thus we exclude them in our evaluations.
A few examples are shown in Table 5 .
Special characters (or Conjunct consonants) Traditionally there were many special characters in use, but currently only one special character remains. This is _??_=_??_(=j)+_??_(=ria). In the Sinhala Unicode character set, this is considered an independent character. In our evaluation we also consider it an independent Sinhala character. (3) This system is not very efficient in some cases, because it uses a lot of upper case letters in the middle of the words, where the user needs to press and release the shift-key repeatedly.
Proposed system
Here we propose a Sinhala typing system called Sri Shell. Sri Shell assigns a key combination to each Sinhala character. The basis of this system is the phonetic notation of Sinhala characters. Table 7 shows the Sinhala characters, phonetic notation using NLAC (National Library al Calcutta romanization), phonetic notation using IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), and the key assignment by Sri Shell.
Unlike the Natural SinGlish, Sri Shell has been implemented as an independent module, which allows the input of Sinhala text into any application program.
Principles of the proposed system
It is based on phonetic notation of the characters: -All aspirated consonants can be produced by adding an "h" to the unaspirated consonants. characters (Masui 1998 ). This principle applies not only to the evaluation of an input method for a language with a small number of characters, but also for a language with many characters.
The user-friendliness evaluation of an input method, on the other hand, should be greatly different between two language types. Each character that appears in conventional English texts can be assigned a unique key on a typical English keyboard. The correspondence between a character and a key is 1-to-1, enabling the user to input texts without performing any conversions.
In this setting, the physical arrangement of the keys and the mapping of keys to a set of characters are crucial. Dominic et al. (Dominic Hughes and Warren 2002) proposed a method for predicting maximum typing speeds with such key arrangements. The purpose of their proposal was to provide a tool that makes the development process of a user interface more efficient; the usual development process involves an initial evaluation backed up by mathematical models, as well as a final evaluation through fully empirical testing.
However, in an input method for a language with many characters, we need some conversion process that maps the input key sequence into a linguistic expression in some representation form in the target language. A typical example of such a method is kana-kanji conversion-based Japanese input methods, with which we get Kanji characters usually by inputting the associated romanized character sequence; each of the characters can be directly mapped into alpha keys with ordinary English keyboards. There is no difficulty in inputting alpha key sequences because there are only a few standard conversion rules for romanizing Japanese expressions. Also, the rules are well known even to average users. For our evaluation, the most popular Sinhala input methods, which are the kaputadotcom (direct input), Natural SinGlish, and Sri Shell as shown in Figure 1 , have been taken into account.
First of all it is necessary to know the occurrence rates of each Sinhala character, because an efficient input system must be more efficient with frequent characters. For this purpose, the Divaina online Sinhala newspaper3 from January 2005 font text) was used as a corpus to calculate the occurrence rate of each Sinhala character.
In our evaluation 275 Sinhala characters were used, and this covers more than 99% of the characters occurred in the corpus, and all the characters have more than a 0.0155% occurrence rate.
User-friendliness
In order to produce an experiment more natural for the test subjects, we used a word list that includes all 275 characters mentioned above, instead of using the characters separately. We tried to minimize the number of words in order to reduce the test subjects' load. However, the word list ended up with 106 words. The difference between the input sequences and test subjects' romanization proposals is taken as a measure of how difficult it is to remember the input sequence for each Sinhala character.
Romanizing Experiment
Test subjects were asked to romanize the above Sinhala word list. This experiment was carried out on a group of 30 subjects between 14 to 60 years old, which included 14 males and 16 females.
The romanized word lists we got from the subjects were split into characters. Then the difference between the input key sequence of each input method and the proposed romanized sequence of Table  9 Average edit distances each test subject was measured by the edit distance between the two strings.
Edit Distance
The Levenshtein distance or edit distance between two strings is given by the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into the other, where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character (Wagner and Fischer 1974) .
(4)
Results
As a measurement of user-friendliness, we have calculated the average edit distance between an input key sequence and the proposed romanization of each character. The average edit distances of each input method are calculated using Equations 4 and 5 and are shown in Table 9 . The results show that there is a big difference between the subjects' proposals and the input sequence proposed by kaputadotcom. In Natural SinGlish and Sri Shell the differences are very small.
However, Natural SinGlish is slightly more user-friendly than Sri Shell. This happened because the test subjects always tried to produce a romanized Sinhala word that resembles an English word. So they tried to avoid key combinations such as "aa" , "uu" and "ii" , which are very rare in English. However, Sri Shell uses these as long vowels because repeated keys are more efficient in typing. The other reason is, Natural SinGlish has adopted a lot of English-like input sequences,
where Sri Shell emphasizes more phonetic transcription.
Efficiency
The most general way to calculate efficiency is to experimentally compute the maximum typing speeds for each input method. However, for several reasons this method is not applicable to Sinhala. Hence, instead of the actual typing speed we used the typing cost, which represents the normalized typing speed.
We define the weight of average time taken to input one single key stroke as 1. (6)
where, txy = average time lapse between two alpha key strokes txx = average time lapse to repeat an alpha key stroke txY = average time lapse between an alpha key and a shifted alpha key tXy= average time lapse between a shifted alpha key and an alpha key Experiment 1
Test subjects are asked to type a set of character pairs. Some pairs consist of two different characters and in the others the two characters are the same. Then txy and txx are calculated by averaging them. This experiment was carried out on a group of 12 subjects (3 female and 9 male, Age 18-46 years).
Experiment 2
The test subjects are asked to type a set of common English words, but some characters of the word are capitalized. was carried out on a group of 11 subjects (7 female and 4 male, Age 20-31 years) .
Least Square Method
The trend of the above experiment data is estimated using the least square method. The trend is approximated into a line (Equation 9) . b and m are calculated, which minimize the (9) (10)
The experiment 
Results
The average typing cost for each input method is calculated using Equation 15, and the results are shown in Table 10 . These results show that Sri Shell has the lowest typing cost among the three input methods except for txy =600 ms. Even though our results show that kaputadotcom has the lowest typing cost for txy=600 ms, kaputadotcom is not recommendable even to the slow typists, because kaputadotcom is not user-friendly. This means that Sri Shell is the most efficient input method. Sri Shell has the best results because Sri Shell uses lowercase alpha characters and "/" only, where the other methods use a lot of uppercase characters and a lot of symbols (for example "), @, #,$ ") . There are a lot of drawbacks in using uppercase characters and symbols.
It increases the users' load and error rates. As our target is average computer users in Sri Lanka, who are quite familiar with English typing, they do not feel a conceptual difference with case differences. The other problem is that a mixture of symbols, uppercases and lowercases results in We have proposed a Sinhala input method Sri Shell4, which is based on Sinhala phonetic transcription. We evaluated the user-friendliness and efficiency of the method by comparing it with other Sinhala character input methods such as kaputadotcom and Natural SinGlish.
All the Sinhala input methods proposed up to now have a one-to-one (or many-to-one) relationship between the input sequence and output characters. This is the simplest way to design an input method, and these kinds of input systems require very few resources (less memory or disk space) . For this reason, these input methods can be implemented even on mobile terminals, etc. However, the romanization experiment results revealed that there were certain character contexts that require many-to-many correspondences. Figure 6 shows some examples. 
